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With the award from the Arbitration Tribunal being released on July 12, 2016, the South China 

Sea Arbitration Case, lasing for more than three years, has come to an end. Unlike what we have 

seen from the precedents in similar cases, the ruling is considered as an overwhelming win for 

the Philippines and an unexpected and shocking result for China. The end of the proceeding does 

not lead to the end of the dispute between the two countries and the region. However, it does 

raise lots of implication from both the legal and political perspective. 

 

The Philippines was praised for setting the precedent of utilizing a third-party compulsory 

settlement mechanism for resolving the multiple overlapping claims in the South China Sea. The 

value of the compulsory dispute settlement mechanism UNCLOS provides should not be 

underestimated. However, the impact of the Arbitration Case on regional security should not be 

overlooked either, given the complex nature of the disputes involving both sovereignty and 

maritime delimitation. In the short term, the Arbitration Case has increased tensions in the South 

China Sea and further delayed both cooperation and progress towards an agreed Code of 

Conduct (CoC), in addition to the existing obstacles. In the longer term, it might clarify some 

legal issues, but this is at the risk of undermining the international dispute settlement process 

under UNCLOS. Article 298 allows states to opt out of the compulsory settlement mechanism in 
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disputes related to sovereignty, maritime delimitation, military activities, among others. This 

article was achieved through a lengthy negotiation as a compromise to meet the demands of 

some states that did not wish to address certain disputes through a third party. The utilization of 

Article 287 in such a case as the South China Sea Arbitration, which obviously involves 

sovereignty and maritime delimitation, could set an example undermining the true spirit of the 

dispute settlement mechanism of UNCLOS. Given the obvious and predictable result-any award 

provided by the Arbitration Tribunal won’t be able to solve the real dispute between China and 

the Philippines – the Arbitration Case is an example of a political game using international law.  

 

China’s failure to appear in court demonstrates its continued position of “non-acceptance and 

non-participation” in the arbitration unilaterally initiated by the Philippines. It does not mean 

disrespect for the Arbitration Tribunal, the permanent court of arbitration and international law, 

nor does it reflect China’s inability to fulfill its obligations of peaceful settlement of international 

disputes. China was one of the first countries to participate in national dispute settlement 

mechanisms, including the Permanent Court of Arbitration. Since 1980s, the United Nations and 

other international organizations have called on the international community to set up 

mechanisms like the Permanent Court of Arbitration to resolve international disputes. To give 

full play to their functional roles, many international conventions, including the United Nations 

Convention on the Law of the Sea, have introduced litigation and arbitral procedures in its 

dispute settlement mechanisms. This was a good experiment and good starting point, but the 

result was opposite to what one would want. Since its entry into force in 1994, about 20 cases on 

maritime disputes have been sitting in the International Court of Justice, while only 10 cases 

were forwarded to the arbitral procedures, mainly because the dispute settlement provisions from 

the Convention are very complicated and contain disputes and loopholes to a certain extent. A 

country that does not accept the arbitral procedures will be unfairly portrayed as “not endorsing 

international law” by an arbitration initiated by one party of the dispute unilaterally.  

The arbitral tribunals should limit their jurisdiction to the scope of dispute rather than expanding 

its jurisdiction. The provisional nature of arbitration determines that that purpose of arbitration is 

to solve the specific disputes, not to address broader issues. In the case of the South China Sea 

arbitration, the Tribunal grants itself jurisdiction even though it is aware of China’s consistent 

position on resolving the territorial sovereignty and maritime disputes through bilateral 

negotiations. Likewise does it grant itself jurisdiction knowing that China does not wish to 

participate in the arbitration proceedings, nor does it accept the arbitration rulings, and aware that 

rulings responding to Philippine’s appeals do not resolve the disputes. The country’s will to 

resort to negotiation in solving the dispute have been unfairly neglected.  

As far as the South China Sea dispute is concerned, the involvement of the international 

arbitration has weakened a nation’s right in establishing regional maritime order. It is clear to all 

that the power of arbitration mechanisms has gradually strengthened and continues to expand. As 

the Arbitration Tribunal expands its jurisdiction and ignores the legitimate and reasonable claims 

of the coastal states, tensions between the contracting states of UNCLOS will increase. So 

described, the arbitration will be not prudently implemented.  
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Though the arbitration case does not lead to the settlement of the maritime disputes in the South 

China Sea, it does motivate China and ASEAN to speed up the negotiation on the consultation of 

the Code of Conduct. Both China and the Philippines have viewed their willingness to open the 

door for bilateral negotiation. Discussions on exploring other regional and local remedy have 

emerged among China and other claimant states and ASEAN. Suggestions on fostering regional 

functional cooperation based on the principle of Article 123 of UNCLOS are raised again. 

While China and ASEAN are working hard to find their way to solve the differences in the South 

China Sea, other stakeholders’ role should be not ignored either. The South China Sea disputes 

has evolved from a territorial and maritime disputes among the claimant states to a competing 

game between China as a claimant states and the United States as a user state. In order to resolve 

this paradox, China and the United States have no choice but to engage each other and maintain 

regular communications on how they can coexist with their respective core interests. After all, 

the Asia-Pacific region is big enough for both countries to share and exert their respective 

influence without pointing fingers at each other. As China’s rise stands a good chance of 

triggering a regional power shift, the United States needs to acknowledge China’s core interests 

of ensuring its sovereignty and maritime claims in the South China Sea. Similarly, China must 

respect the legitimate interests of the United States in the South China Sea, especially freedom of 

navigation in line with UNCLOS, which is also in China’s interest. What would work to serve in 

both countries’ best interest is to explore the fields of developing maritime cooperation between 

China and the United States, e.g. search and rescue and humanitarian aid. Joint efforts in anti-

piracy in the Gulf of Aden have provided one successful example. Providing search and rescue at 

sea and humanitarian assistance would be areas for these countries to jointly take a lead in this 

region with their naval capacity. The South China Sea has a complicated past and an uncertain 

future, but cooperation and consideration among nations could stabilize the region and bring 

tranquility to this important sea-lane.  

 

  

 


